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BFDG
ABOUT
The BFDG logo was redesigned by Production Designer, Kevin Phipps in 2018. This update on
the previous version reflects the evolution of the BFDG as it moves forward and continues to grow.
The BFDG reserves the rights on usage or our logo and the manner in which it is used. Members/
Sponsors are welcome to use the logo to signify membership of the BFDG. Members are also
encouraged to use BFDG after their name in film credits and correspondence to signify their
membership status. Eg. Bob Smith ... Art Director, BFDG. Sponsors can use the following wording
after their name: ‘Proud sponsors of the BFDG’.
The channel or line of the logo is always the background colour of the surface it appears on.
The logo never appears as an outlined form.
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BFDG
TYPEFACES
MONTSERRAT

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
SEMPLICITA PRO

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Typefaces can be downloaded from
Adobe Type Suite or Google fonts.
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BFDG
TEXT ONLY
MONTSERRAT Bold

BRITISH FILM DESIGNERS GUILD
SEMPLICITA PRO Bold

Promoting Excellence in Film & Television Art Departments

When the words “BRITISH FILM DESIGNERS GUILD”
appear as a graphic element, the font used is
MONTSERRAT Bold.

For the words “PROMOTING EXCELLENCE IN FILM
AND TELEVISION ART DEPARTMENTS” the font
used is SEMPLICITA Bold. This element of the logo
should always appear as part of the Masterbrand or
Stamp logo, never as a single element.
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BFDG
COLOURS
Digital & Print

Digital (RGB):

Print (CMYK):

BFDG - RGB RED

BFDG - RGB GREEN

BFDG - RGB BLUE

R=248 G=68 B=62

R=102 G=239 B=97

R=85 G=197 B=240

#F8443E

#66EF61

#F8443E

BFDG - CMYK RED

BFDG - CMYK GREEN

BFDG - CMYK BLUE

Pantone 45-7 C

Pantone 154-8 C

Pantone 115-6 C

C=0 M=85 Y=86 K=0

C=62 M=0 Y=100 K=0

C=68 M=0 Y=0 K=0

BFDG - WHITE

BFDG - BLACK

#FFFFFF

#000000

RGB Colours - for use in digital format.
CMYK Colours - for use in printed format, Black and White.
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BFDG
MASTERBRAND
The BFDG Masterbrand logo should be used on all corporate materials as shown and not
be changed or altered in any way. The logo is made of three elements which are combined
at precise sizes to create the logo. This relationship must not be altered.
To establish the identity, the logo should appear in colour wherever possible.
There are two colour versions of the masterbrand logo:
1. PRINT FORMAT - this is the CMYK version for use when the logo is seen in a printed format
eg. on a poster or banner.
2. DIGITAL FORMAT - this is the RGB version for use when the logo is seen digitally eg. on an
email or website.
Positive and negative versions have also been created. Please ensure you use the correct logo
with the correct end usage in mind.
The Masterbrand exists in both the full and abbreviated ‘Stamp’ and ‘Simplified’ versions.
These have different uses; the full Masterbrand is the primary brand and should always be
used in formal contexts; or when communicating with someone experiencing the brand for
the first time. The abbreviated ‘Stamp’ and ‘Simplified versions are only to be used only at
the discretion of the BFDG Management. These are intended to be used when the legibility
of the Masterbrand is compromised.
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BFDG
RGB MASTER LOGO

RGB Colours - for use in digital format.
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BFDG
RGB SIMPLE LOGO

RGB Colours - for use in digital format.
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BFDG
RGB STAMP LOGO

RGB Colours - for use in digital format.
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BFDG
CMYK LOGOS

CMYK Colours - for use in printed format.
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BFDG LOGO
MINIMUM CLEAR
SPACE AREA

The Masterbrand logos should have as much space
around them as possible to make them stand out and
ensure secondary material such as type, pictures,
shapes or other logos, do not inhibit legibility.

To ensure our logo always stands out we have a
minimum clear space area around it. It is defined
by the cap height of the ‘B’ in BRITISH. No text
or graphics should enter this space.
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